An extensive survey of the spectra of iodine has led to a list of more than 900 lines e mitted by neutral atoms in the region from 23070 A in the infrared to 1195 A in the extreme ultraviolet. Wavelengths between 12304 A and 2061 A were derived from measurements of spectrograms obtained with gratings of high dispers ion . Wavelengths of lines outside thes~ limits :;tre the computed values for lines observed on photometric tracings of the infrared, lllaccessible to. photography, and in the ultraviolet with a vacuum-grating s pedrograph. For many of .the hnes Zeeman patterns were obtained in a magnetic fi e ld of a bout 37,000 oersteds. WIth t hese data many of the lines have been classified as combinations between odd levels frot? t he electron configurations 582 5p4 np and 582 5p4 nj, a nd even levels from tJ:e con fi guratl.ons 582 5p4 n 8 and 582 5p4 nd. Among these levels se veral seLs have been recogmzed as forrmng Rydberg sequences that are in close agree ment in placin g t he gro und state 5 p5 2P IH of II at 84,340 cm-1 below' the ground state 5p4 3P 2 of I II. This gives 10.45 electron-volts for the ionization pote ntial of t he neutral iodine ato m. A stro ng infrared line at 13148.8 A is explained as a magneLic dipole transition between t he levels of th e ground term 5p5 2P O.
Introduction
. The spectra absorbed and emitted by iodine in Its atomI~ and J?ol~cular states have been the object of many mvestIgatIOns. In volumes 5 and 8 of his Ha?-dbuch del' Spectroscopie, Kayser lisLs 352 papers, whICh appeared up to 1933 , dealin g with various aspects of the spectral behavior of t his heavy memb.er of the halogen family. Since Lhat date addi-. t~onal papers have appeared, of wllich some are CIted b elow. But in spiLe of this abulldant material l'epl'~senting a vast a;mo.unt of work, knowledge of the ill'st spectrum of IOdme, I I, emiL L ed by neutral aLoms, has remained scanty and fragmentary largely owing to the fact that important parts of th~ spectrum lie in the not easily accessible ultraviolet and infrared regions. It is the purpose of this paper to. pr?sent a new d escr~ption of the first spectru m of IOdme and an analYSIS of its term structure.
Experimental Procedure
The investigations of the first spectrum of iodine at the Bureau were made at two different times under different experimental conditions. The first series of observ~tions was m~de more than 30 years ~go w~en chlorme aI,ld bromme [1] 1 also were being mvestIgated. The hght source was a Geissler tube ?f ;pyrex glass into which a small amount of dry IOdme vapor could be admitted from time-to-time to replace that which was adsorbed on the walls of the tube or absorbed by its aluminum electrodes. The lamp was similar to that used in the experiments on chlorine and bromine and was excited to lumin~scence in. the same :way, with an uncondensed dIscharge from the hIgh-voltage side of a 40-kv transformer. The spectrograms were recol'de.d on plates ~ensitized to the green, orange, red, and. mfrared regIOns o.f the sI?ectrum by bathing ordll:~ry photoplates. m solutIOns of the photos~nsltlZll1g d:y:es available at that time; namely, pmavel'dol, pmacyanol, dicyanin, and the newly 1 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of t his paper. 1 discovered lu-yptocyanin. The spectrographs carried concave gratin gs of 21-ft radius of curvature, ruled with 7,500 and 20,000 lines per in. and set up in Wadsworth mountings. Each exposure to the light somce was made with one-half the length of the spectrograph slit covered with a colored-glass filter so thaL boLh the first-order specLrum and the overlappin g second order could be obtained at the same time. Each plate was exposed also to light from the iron arc, in both the first and second orders, to obtain t he necessary standard wavelengths for use in deriving the iodine wavelengLhs. Because the capillary of the discharge became discolored after a run of a few hours, it was necessary to make exposures of nearly 24-hr duration in order to photograph the lines of longest wavelength recorded on the plates.
M easuremen t of these spectrograms yielded a list of approximately 400 wavelengths, wiLh estimated intensiLies, extending from 9732 A in the infrared to 3820 A in the ultraviolet. This list was seemingly the most extensive descripLion of the first spectrum of iodine then available and was being prepared for publication when the paper, "The Arc Spectrum of Iodine," by Evans [2] appeared. A comparison of his list and ours showed that they were essentially identical. This fa ct and also the fact that his paper contains the fIrst real results for a classification of the iodine spectrum ouLside of the Schumann region induced us to defer publicaLion of om results until a substantial addition could be made to the description and analysis of the spectrum.
The second series of observations was made at various times during the period from 1953 to 1957. Improved apparatus and new experimental procedures have made it possible to advance the description of the iodine spectrum beyond the limits reached in the earlier work, and also to obtain Zeeman-effect observations that have led to a revision and extension of its term structure. The new light source was an electrodeless discharge tube of the type described by Corliss, Westfall, and Bozman [3 ] . It was excited to luminescence in a field of 2,450 Mc from a microwave oscillator. The plates used to record the spectra were EK types 103a-0 -UV, 103 a-O, I-F , I-N, I-Q, and I-Z, according to the region investigated, and, where required, were hypersensitized in an ammonia bath by the method recommended by Burka [4] . Four concave-grating spectrographs and a Hilger E 1 quartz-prism spectrograph were used to obtain the spectrograms. The spectrographs carrying the gratings with 7,500 and 15,000 lines per in. were Llsed for the infrared and red regions where many new strong lines were found. For the shorter r egions the grating with 30,000 lines per in. was used as well as the one with 15,000. For the extreme ultraviolet both the Hilger E 1 instrument and a 2-m glass grating ruled with 30,000 lines per in. and mounted in a vacuum chamber were used. All the spectrograms bore exposmes to the iron arc or other sources of standard lines to b e used in the determination of the iodine wavelengths.
For the Zeeman-effect observations the ,'Veiss water-cooled magnet of the Bureau was used . With a current of 160 amp through the coils and a gap of 5 mm between the pole pieces, a field of approximately 37,000 oersteds was produced. The somce between the pole pieces was also an electrodeless lamp of the type mentioned above, but of diameter 4 mm. A I'Vollaston prism of quartz placed between the light source and the projection lens of the spectrograph separated the two polarizations on the slit, with space between them for a no-field exposure. On plates appropriate for the regions under investigation resolved magnetic patterns were recorded for nearly all the strong lines of I I from 2062 A in the ultraviolet out to 11246 A in the infrared. Zeeman patterns were recorded also for some I II lines of long wavelength.
Results
The observational data and the deductions from atomic theory that are essential for the description of the spectrum of iodine and its term structure are embodied in the tables appended to this paper. In tables 1, 2, and 3 are listed, in the first three columns, the wavelengths of the lines of II, their estimated intensities and characteristics, and their wave numbers in vacuum. The letters after the intensity numbers have the following significance: c= partially resolved hyperfine structme (hfs); d= double ; w= widened line owing to unresolved hfs; h = hazy, diffuse; Z = Zeeman pattern given in table 4. The letters A and B indicate the type of shading displayed by unresolved patterns; thus: £1= /1 ~; B = ~/I . The term combinations in the fourth column of the tables are based on g-and J-values derived from the Zeeman-effect patterns of ta b]e 4. Although the intensities are estimates made according to tbe usual practice of spectroscopists, an attempt has been made to bring them into closer relationship with photometric standards than is possible in a compressed linear scale in which the numbers are roughly proportional to the logarithms of the actual intensities. In table 2 the intensities are the measured heights of the peaks of the lines above the noise level of the recorder tracings.
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In tables 1 and 3, however, an attempt has been made to bring the estimated intensities into harmony with a photometric scale that reflects the enormous range in the strength of the lines. On this scale the faintest lines are arbitrarily assigned an intensity 1, and the strongest lines, that OCCLlr in the multiplet 6s 4 P-6p4p O are designated as 10 5 times as strong. This ratio is based on an accurate determination of the relative strengths of Rowland ghosts to their parent lines. Thus, for the strongest lines estimates were made of the intensities of their ghosts, and then multiplied by the corresponding factors to establish the intensities of the parent lines. Although the scale was thus established to represent true relative strengths of lines in short ranges of the spectrum, no attempt was made to standardize them over longer ranges of wavelengths. In particular the intensity scale used in the vacuum region is several orders of magnitude less than that of the visible and infrared. A few of the longest wavelengths listed in table 1 were measured also on the infrared recordings described above. The intensities derived for them from these observations are given in parentheses following the estimated photographic intensities, thereby giving a comparison of the relative sensitivity of the two modes of observation in a region near the limit of photographic detection.
The terms to be expected theoretically on the assumption that LS-coupling governs the orbital and spin angular momenta of the atom are given in table 5. Those actually found in this investigation are given in tables 6 and 7. These terms make it possible to calculate accurate wavelengths for lines in the infrared and extreme ultraviolet regions that lie beyond the reach of photographic recording witll high-dispersion spectrographs. Such lines as have been observed by other investigators are given in tables 2 and 3 with wavelengths calculated from the terms of tables 6 and 7.
Lines listed in table 2 were observed by C. J.
Humpln'eys [5] at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Corona, and by E. K. Plyler [6] at the Bureau. I n this work they used electrodeless-dischargelamps, similar to those mentioned above in conjunction with their r recording infrared spectrometers. These observations, which were made expressly for this investigation, verify all but two of the new infrared lines measured by Eshbach and Fisher [7] and add several lines not previously observed. All the ultraviolet lines in table 3 were measured on spectrograms obtained with the 2-m vacuum-grating spectrograph of the Bureau. These data not only confirm the descriptions of II given by Turner [8] , La Croute [9] , McLeod [10] , and Hellerman [11] , but increase by a factor of more than 4 the number of lines reported by these earlier observers. The light source was an electrodeless discharge of the type described above but modified to incorporate a LiF window sealed to the tube with an O-ring. The wavelengths listed in i the first column are not the values derived directly from the measurements, but are values calculated from the energy levels given in tables 6 and 7. They were derived, therefore, indirectly from international seco ndary tandard wavelengLhs, and are believed to be COlTect Lo less than 0.005 A. Th ey are recommended for u e a LandaI'd in Lhe vacuum r eo·ion .
A problem of prime importance for the analysis of the first sp ectrum of iodine is the evaluation of Lhe separation of the levels of th e ground state 5p52P O.
The lines at 2061.6 and 1830 .4 A, which are due to the transitions 5p5 2Pg~68 2P, Y2 and 5J)5 2P?Y2-68 4P 2Y2, may be used for this purpose. These lines have been measured several times by different observers, but the wavelengths reported for th em are only approximately correct and are afflicted with the errors that are inherent in t he reference lines against which they were m easmed. In the present work the mean wavelength of t he lon ger line has b een determined as 2061.633 A, from se ven observations, made with high dispersion in the higher orders of the gratings, relative to interna tional secondary standards in the iron arc spectrum. 
. Term Structure of I I
The spectrum to b e expected theoretically for neutral iodine atoms, if LS-coupling govern s their behav ior under excitation, is that based on th e terms given in table 5. In the unexcited s tate of the atom 3 th e electron configuration is 58 2 5p 5, which yields an inverted 2 p term of odd parity, The higher s tates of even and odd parity arise when excitation of the atom leads to the electron configurations lis ted in the fir t column of table 5. Ionization of the atom l eaves it in one of the states represented by t h e 3P , ID , and I, terms of the basic electron configuration 58 2 5p4 of th e ion I +, These three terms give rise, therefore, to the three families of terms that are likely to produ ce th e tronges t lines of the spectrum II. A fourth family also is expected b ase d on th e addition of 8, p, el, etc., electron Lo th e 5p6 configuration. The terms from the e confi guration s will b e doublets, and the lines arising from lheir comhinations probably will be among Lhe weaker lines of the spectrum.
Th e first l'eal regularily i n the sp ect rum of iodine was announ ced by TurJler l12] who fOUJld th e wavenumber iJlterval of approximately 7,600 cm -I recurrin g am ong several pairs of th e lines observed by him in th e Schumann region . S ub sequently h e correctly sugges ted that tllis difference 1'epresents the separation of th e l evels in lhe ground term 2p of the 58 2 5p5 ele etron confi gura tion. From thi s s tarting point all furlh er advances in the in terpretaLion of the firs t specl rum of iodin e have been made. Evans l2], D eb l13], and ),[urakawa l14], in their analyses, hav e recogniz ed these lin es as resulting from the 68 -7 5]) t ransition, hut t he~' a re not in agreement on lheir designa tions of t h e individual l evrl s of the .5p4 68 confi guratio n. In asmu cll as thr iJlterpretalions of II ofl'ered b y lhese investigators alll'est on t lte 68-levels it is, tllerefore , )101, sllrprising th at there is d,isagre emenl among lhem .
The class ification s of t he lines of I I given in this paper likewise arc based on the 68-levels, Wi th ga nd J-values derived from well-r esolved Zeeman patterns it is now poss ible to clesignate Lhese levels witb cer tain ty and al so some of the II igher np-levels with which t hey combin e, J nCl'easin g exc i talion of t he iodine a loms brings inlo play still hig her levels from Lhe np, nel, n8, alld rif elect ron s, but it is difflCult to desig nate lhem witlt ce rlain t~T b ecaLlse tile g-values indicale a b reakdown of lh e orbital and spin momenta lo a couplin g sc heme betwee n pure LS-couplin g and ,jj-couplin g, probabl." jl-co uplin g deseri bed by R acah [15] .
Most of Lhe levels of J I lh at a rc give n in tables 6 and 7 r esul t from Lhe addil ion of n8, np, nel, and rif electrons to t he lowest energy sta les 3P, ID , and IS of I II. These were reported first b~T LaCrou te [9] whose analys is, givill g Lh e r elative positions of these terms, S llOWS that Llle levels of 3p are separated by large differences in wave number. This fact has bee n an importa nt g uide in the analysis of I I, for n ead \ r all the terms derived from 3p show similar chantetc ristics. The eight levels of the 58 2 5p4 68 electron config uration all elosely conform to the pattel'll of spacing exhibited by their parentage. This is confirm ed by the g-values of these levels, which are n early equal to the g's for LS-coupling, their sum being ~gObS= 11.985 as compared with ~gLS= 12,000 .
Of the levels coming from configura tions with np, nd, and nj electrons, only those derived from 3p levels can be designated with certainty. Here again the classifications rest on level intervals and g-values; but the g-values now show marked deviations from LS-g's , owing to configuration interaction, and there is a tendency for levels to form pairs. In the case of the 13 levels derived by adding a 6p-clectron to the parent term 3P, g-sharing is such as to remove all resemblance to LS g-values, yet their sums are nearly equal, namely ~gObS= 17.847 and ~gLS= 18.000. Few if any levels from the parent terms, ID and IS, are definitely established.
Series and Ionization Potential.
Before the first attempts were made to unravel the spectrum of iodine, several investigators reported the results of their measurements of critical and ionizing potentials in iodine vapor. Thus, in the period from 1920 to 1924, values of the ionization potential from 10 to 10.5 ev were reported by Found [16] , Mohler and Foote [17] , Duffendack [18] , and Mackay [19] . From these results it was evident that the separation 2P~y.-3P2 between the ground states of I I and I II is approximately 85,000 cm-I . Although the series announced by D eb [9] and by Price [20] give limits in close agreement with this value; yet, in the light of the present analysis, their series must be considered fictitious and the ionization potentials derived from them fortuitous.
The first physically real series of I I was given by Evans [2] in his analysis of the spectrum. Two of his levels in combination with the 68-term accounted for two pairs of strong lines separated by the same difference in wave number. The linlit and ionization potential derived from them are within the range of the experimental values cited above. This series has been confirmed and extended in the presen t work. Other series of three and more members have been found also, as set forth in table 8. Four of these series, with four and five members, representing the migration of the 8, p, and d electrons, have been used to calculate the separation of the ground states of I I and I II and the corresponding ionization potential. A Ritz formula R/(m+a+f3/m2) 2 has been evaluated for the variable terms of these series, and with the values given in the table for a and f3, it is found to represent the series very closely. In fact the first solutions of this formula were found to fit series of three members closely enough to predict higher series members that were subsequently found. The individual determinations of the interval 2P~v.-3P2 between the ground states of I I and I II are in close agreement among themselves, and when an unweighted average of them is taken, yield a value of 84,340 cm-I . From this an ionization potential of 10.45 ev is derived for the work required to remove a p-electron from the configuration 58 2 5p 5.
The Continuous Spectra
An outstanding feature of the spectra of iodine emitted by the electrodeless lamps used in this in-4 vestigation is a succession of continua extending from 4800 A in the blue to 2900 A in the ultraviolet. These bands have been encountered by nearly all observers who have studied the spectra emitted by iodine molecules and atoms subjected to various modes of excitation. Perhaps the best description of them is that publishcd by Ourtis and Evans l21 ]. Our observations are in agreement with their view that these continua belong to two systems, the one consisting of a single band or of several broad overlapping bands between 4800 and 4035 A, the other consisting of a very broad strong band followed by several groups of much fainter and narrower bands. In each of these groups the individual bands are about 25 A in width, nearly equally spaced, and increase in intensity to a maximum near the center of the group and then decline. The mean separation of the bands is 210 cm-I , which is exactly the separation of the vibrational levels of the ground state of the 12 molecule as found by Kimura and Miyanashi l22] in their study of the ultraviolet absorption bands of 12, This fact casts doubt on the results of various investigators who have sought to ascribe the bands to atomic recombination processes. A description of these emission features as recorded on our spectrograms is given in table 9. Their presence is unwelcome in investigations of I I because they mask completely the fainter and widened lines and attenuate differences in intensity of m easurable line that appear on th e continuous background.
. Discussion
The analysis of th e first spectrum of iodine, presented in the preceding pages, shows clearly that in its excited states the atom has departed from LScoupling and has reached a stage in intermediate coupling. Since the g-value of 5p 5 2Pg~, of the ground state, is very closely that given by LS-coupling, we may assume that the g-value of the lowest member of the ground term, 5p5 2P?~, is also that for LS-coupIing. In the first excited states, however, arising from the electron configuration 58 2 5p4 68, the departure from LS-coupling is marked. Although the g-values deviate only slightly from the LS-values, the levels of the 4p and 2p terms show the separations that are characteristic of th eir parent term, 3P , th e ground state of I II. This is in accord with the scheme for the p4 configuration in intermediate coupling as illustrated by Oondon and Shortley l23].
In th e configurations containing np-electrons, in which n ~ 6, almost all resemblance to LS-coupling has disappeared from the term structure. The g-values for all the levels deviate strongly from the LS-values, except tho e for 4D~~ and 4D~~ for which the deviation is slight. The levels fall into a pair structure, of the kind prescribed by Racah [15] for jl-coupling, in which the level separations bear no resemblance whatsoever to those of LS-coupling. The g-values calculated for the np-Ievels with Racah's formula fit the observed g's more closely than do the g's of LS-coupling. A similar situation holds for levels from configurations with nd-electrons, and also with nj-electrons. The rif-levels fall very close to each other 0 that line originating in them arc separated by intervals Ie Lhan those imposed by a magnetic field, say, of 35,000 oer teds. All of these IUl es for which magnetic patterns appear on our spectrograms of the Zeeman effe ct show the unsymmetrical structures, due to Paschen-Back interaction, similar to those described by Kiess and Shortley l24] fo r lines of m. 'Ygen and nitrogen.
These matters raise the question as to the appropriateness of the designations used for the energy levels of a heavy atom such as iodine. It is obvious that in a complex spectrum manifesting in its various states a transition from one coupling scheme to another, no single scheme of notation will be adequate or satisfactory. The only notation scheme that has achieved a status of widespread usage and permanence is the one devised for spectra built on LS-coupling. It is here emphasized that the use of it, in this paper, for levels that do not r esult from this coupling scheme, is for convenience in designating them , and not for attaching to them the quantum significance usually conveyed by the LS-symbols.
An inspection of table 1 will show that some lines have resisted all attempts to classify them . There is no doubt, however, that they belong to I r ; but the necessary links to connect them to known or, as yet, unknown levels have not been found . One of the lines left unclassified after the bulk of the analysis had been completed is the relatively s trong infrared line at 13149.19 A as measured by E shback and Fisher [7] . This line, measured by us also on the recordings of the infrared peetrum of iodine by Plyler and by HlUnphreys, has a wave number practically identical with the separaLion of the levels in the 2p O ground term of the iodine atom. Accordingly it is designated in table 2 as the forbidden Lransition 2P~~2P~J1! and a wavelength corresponding to the wave number 7603.15 cm-1 is calculated for it. A similar transition has been reported by Edlen [25] for the isoelectronic spectrum X e II. vVe have tried to photograph this line on EK-IZ plates so as to get a more accurate value of its wavelength , but the experiments were unsuccessful . Our belief that our designation of it is correct is substantiated by the discovery of similar transitions between the metastable levels of I II , as reported by Martin and Corliss in their forthcoming paper on I II. In conclusion we acknowledge our indebtedness to several of our colleagues for data used in this investigation. Both C. J. Humphreys and E . K . Plyler made observations of the infrared spectrum of iodine beyond the reach of photography. Their data are presented in table 3. W. F. Meggers and R. Zalubas m easured the magnetic patterns of numerous iodine lines during their inves tigation of spectra emitted by various electrodeless metal-halide lamps. Finally, W. C. Martin, Jr., made new m easurements of iodine spectra in the extreme ultraviolet that have surpassed in extent and accuracy earlier descriptions of these spectra. It is a pleasure for us to thank each for his contribution to this paper.
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